Minutes of Consultation Committee Meeting
Tuesday 8 August

1. Meeting opened at 6pm
2. Noel Baggs, Principal, welcomed everyone to the meeting
3. It was advised that the school’s website was now live and this was the best option in looking for current information regarding the school, including enrolment information.
4. WEBSITE: https://newprimaryschoolinaloundrasouth.eq.edu.au/Pages/default.aspx
5. At the next meeting on Tuesday 15 August, the school is looking to establish an interim P&C where an Election for committee members and the model constitution will need to be adopted. This will assist in the progress of decision making regarding the development of the school.
6. The name of the school was firstly discussed, using the suggestions provided at the first public forum
   - “College” – using this in the school name does not meet current Legislation however, Noel is investigating if there is a possible option to use this. (As of 09/08/2017 our request for “College” status was not supported and now we will follow Department Policy and Guidelines.)
   - “Aura” – using Aura is not a viable option as this is the name of the entire development. In this development there will be several schools.
   - “School of Excellence” – to be named a school of excellence, the school must apply and meet certain standards and requirements, of which we would be unable to provide at this stage. STEM School of Excellence will be a point of difference for the school and will be used in curriculum offerings (teaching & learning programs), brochures, and marketing etc.
7. Several examples of school uniforms and colours were put forward by Noel. The images were just examples to illustrate what the colours may look like together. The colours put forward were Navy Blue (dark) Teal (light blue), Lime Green and Purple as an accent colour only. A proposed colour scheme is available on the school website.
8. The school motto was discussed. Noel outlined that this was an important statement that would be the foundation for the schools values and beliefs. Several options were provided as examples and the community was asked to consider and provide options that they considered to be relevant. This has now been shortlisted for survey.
9. The provision of OHSC (Outside Hours School Care) was discussed, with the school acknowledging that this is an important topic for the community. The school is currently following the tender process as required by the Department, but do everything it can to try and ensure this is processed as quickly as possible to provide the community with a definite response.
10. The community was asked if this venue suited them for future meetings or was it a requirement to find an alternative venue. The majority agreed it was a suitable venue.
11. The community was asked to provide any further suggestions for school names, mottos and colours. These would be collated and the most popular would be put to public vote later in the week, via a survey on the school's website.

12. Next meeting will be on Tuesday 15 August at 6pm, in the Rainforest Retreat.

13. Meeting closed at 7.15pm